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WANTED
This man could be dangerous

If seen report him to the Managing Secretary immediately

CAPTAIN’S REPORT
Something OLD, something NEW, something
BORROWED and something BLUE.

There was this OLD fella (Me) stood on the tee
wearing a brand NEW polo shirt and jumper,
wearing a BORROWED pair of old shoes (I
had forgotten mine) in BLUE socks and didn’t 
this old fella whack the ball? What a way to
start my Year as Captain.

Before I go on to talk about the Drive-In I

must, of course, pay tribute to the out going
Captain, Peter Gavin. Peter had a superb year,
he was a magnificent ambassador for the Club
and he did everything with humour which
brought enjoyment to everyone he met, played
golf with and socialised with. He will be a
very hard act to follow; I hope I will be up to
the task. Well done Peter, but do not keep
getting under Anita’s feet now you will have 
more time at home.

(Continued on next page)
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CAPTAIN’S REPORT (Continuation)
Also congratulations to the out going Lady
Captain, Carol Crothers, and Vets Captain, Ted
Whitbourn, each have had very successful
years. Welcome to the new Lady Captain,
Janice Hawes, we had a very enjoyable year as
Vice Captains and we are sure going to enjoy
the coming year. Best wishes to the new Vice
Captains Nick Lee and Irene Silander, also to
the Vets Captain, Martin Sutcliffe, and Junior
Captain, Heb Bailey, I am sure they will have a
successful year.

It is not until you get into Office do you see the
time, commitment and passion the Elected
Officers put in to ensure the Club is run
effectively and efficiently, in difficult financial
times to ensure it is at it’s best for you the 
member. A big thank-you goes to them for all
their hard work, to the outgoing Officers,
Treasurers, Brian Chasser, Head of Greens,
Alan Carter, and Head of Social, George Eves.
Although I do not think that George will fully
retire, I have a feeling he will remain
supporting and helping in the background.
Welcome to the newly appointed Officers,
Treasurer, John Mackenzie, Head of Greens,
Gary Hann, and Head of Social, Colin Kemp,
together with the continuing Officers I am sure
they will all work to ensure the Club continues
to be successful. Your Officers always get the
full backing of all the Club’s employees and all 
work together to administer the Club’s affairs 
to the best of their abilities.

Having promised good weather at the AGM,
when on Sunday 27th November it started to
rain about 7.45 a.m., I had fears of the usual
bad and difficult weather Drive-In. After
everyone started in their rain gear and played
the first few holes, thankfully the weather
calmed and cleared, although cold it became a
sunny day. Jan and I had a really good day
driving round with the refreshments and
meeting all the players. The weather made the
competition one of the closest results we have
had. Well done to the winners, Patrick
Plumstead, David Hackett, David Tibble, Mike
Holland, Abby Bates and Kenny Tomsett and
of course the nearest the Pins winners David
Brown and Christa Cook (see also page 7)

It was quite a joy to see 8 year old Alfie Hutton
drive-off, I asked him to show the rest of us
how it should be done, which he did. Having
seen him do it properly, the rest of us driving
off, all hit superb drives. Having made sure the
klaxon was out of Andy Selsby’s reach; my 
drive was one of my best ever. I am pleased to
say that a very successful day culminated with
the raffle, prizes and driving distance sweep
and with the help of Alex Pereira, who
volunteered his services all day to help Jan and
I with the organisation, Margaret Marshall,
who cajoled and badgered people into

buying charity wrist bands and pins and
Denise Daughton we raised £670 for Help for
Heroes, my grateful thanks to them and all
those who contributed.

The Captain’s year got off to a real BANG. On
Thursday 1st December I was playing down the
15th only to be met by two police officers and
three army bomb disposal experts, a mortar
bomb had been uncovered as the bunker was
being dug out. The noise from the controlled
explosion was heard from Hurstperpoint,
Hassocks and Brighton. We gained a good
deal of publicity, in the local press and radio,
any publicity is good publicity for the Club.

It was good to see that the Christmas Party was
very well supported, I hope the weather holds
for the competitions over the festive season

and I look forward to seeing many of you at the
New Year Celebration.

I wish everyone at Pyecombe Golf Club a very
Merry Christmas, a Happy, Prosperous and
Good Golfing New Year.

David Schwartz
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LADIES SECTION

November saw a change in dates for our AGM, from Friday afternoon to Saturday morning, to
accommodate our Sunday Ladies. This proved a great success, with nearly 50 ladies attending. This
meeting saw the appointments of Irene Silander as Vice Captain, Mary Briant and Mollie Artlett as
committee members, Sandra Staynes agreed to stay on as Secretary, as nobody seemed to want to
take on the position, Joan Cullen as Treasurer and Myself as your Lady Captain for 2012. I will try
my best to be a good captain and fulfil the position to the best of my ability.

The "Captains Drive In" was great fun, with the weather eventually turning nice and sunny. Dave
Schwartz and I raced around the course supplying everyone with hot drinks and food. This was all
followed by a super hot buffet prepared by Nigel.  After lunch The Men’s Captain, Vets Capt, 
Junior Capt and Myself, all drove our golf balls up the first fairway, fortunately all the balls made it
up the hill, rather a nerve racking experience.

Ladies Foursomes and Xmas Lunch, proved to be a successful day, with the weather playing its part
well. Between the storm of Monday and the rain on Tuesday afternoon, nearly 50 ladies played on
a cold but sunny morning on a course that was in remarkable condition, considering the amount of
rain that had fallen over night. The competition was won by Margaret Marshall and Rosemary
Oliver. We all sat down to a delicious turkey lunch joined by our long term, now social members
Jenny Pells and Joan Higinbotham, also joining us were three new members Diana Parker , Jackie
Gill and Brenda Dearn.

After lunch Santa (alias David Schwartz the new Mens
Captain) paid us a visit, he came on the pretext of giving a
present to all the ladies but really it was an excuse to give
them all a kiss.

I hope the coming year will be kind to us, and we can all
enjoy our golf.

Best Wishes for an enjoyable Christmas, and all the best for 2012.

Janice Hawes
Lady Captain
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The President reflects

‘It’s a cracker!’ ......well, not quite, but it could have caused Xmas to go with a bang.  It brought a 
whole new meaning to the phrase ‘being blown off course’!  Hitherto this referred to a seagoing 
expression indicating a deviation from a set route caused by strong winds - something my son in
law experienced over the last two weeks when crossing the Atlantic participating in the ARC (those
of you nautically challenged will know that this stands for the Atlantic Rally for Cruisers). But
earlier this month disaster could have struck some of our staff and members! I am, of course,
referring to the WWII mortar bomb discovered in the bunker around the green at the 15th hole,
when green staff were doing improvements there. Fortunately some quick thinking by our staff
avoided a potential tragedy when the police and Bomb Squad were called in and ‘diffused’ the 
situation. The incident certainly put PGC on the map as we received quite a bit of press coverage!

Our Golfing New Year got under way with the traditional Captains Drive In and Team Scramble.
The weather looked very ominous at the start of proceedings with driving rain, but fortunately this
did not last long and it turned out to be a lovely sunny day. In time honoured fashion we had the
new Club Captain, David Schwartz, aided by the new Ladies Captain, Jan Hawes, driving around
the course in a Gator dispensing very welcome food and drinks to all the participants. A thoroughly
enjoyable morning was capped off by Nigel, our Caterer, and his staff who produced a splendid hot
and cold buffet for us. Nigel and his team, incidentally, have had a very busy few weeks in the run
up to Xmas with various parties having celebrations. This is not only a reflection of his excellent
cuisine and providing value for money, but also means important footfall through the Club
enhancing our revenue.

I am sure we would all like to wish David Schwartz our Club Captain, Jan Hawes the Ladies
Captain, Martin Sutcliffe the Vets Skipper and Heb Bailey the Juniors Captain, an enjoyable and
successful year. With the festive season now upon us I hope everyone has a great Christmas and I
wish you all the best for the New Year.

Reg Auchterlonie

PGC - Social Scene
Happy hellos to all of you from you’re newly appointed Head of Social. 

I must thank and pay tribute to my predecessor the one and only George Eves. For 5 years he has
instigated and organised many successful events from Elvis Nights, Karaoke evenings to days out at
“The Open”.  A formidable act to follow and I will do my best to serve you and keep the PGC
social scene moving forward whilst retaining some of the core traditional social events. I will be
working with our esteemed captain David and his committee in arranging our social calendar to get
the best use of our fantastic golf course and welcoming clubhouse. We will be making dates for
such events including, Night Golf, Casino or Games Night, Beetle Drive, themed musical events &
supper evenings to mention a few.

I will gladly welcome your feedback regarding ideas, for instance on
after dinner speakers or comedians you may have seen and think we can
afford. Colinkemp2000@yahoo.co.uk

All yours–Cheers.

Colin Kemp
Social Secretary
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Pyecombe Golf Club
Clayton Hill
Pyecombe tel: 01273 845372
West Sussex fax: 01273 843338
BN45 7FF email: info@pyecombegolfclub.com

Web: www.pyecombegolfclub.com

FROM THE OFFICE

Dear All,

Please note that we now have a fully functioning Wi-Fi facility in the Clubhouse for Internet
Access. This facility will enable us to attract more Business Meetings and Functions, so if there are
any of you requiring Business Meetings or Board Meetings, please get in touch with the office on
the number below and we can arrange a very cost-effective function for you, whether in the Dining
Room or the Committee Room.

The WI-FI Username/Network is:- 'PyecombeGC'
The Password is:- 'windmill'

Many thanks to Bob Foster for helping with the installation.

Matt Bolton
Assistant to Managing Secretary

********************************

PGC Has a Visit by Ewen Murray
Pyecombe was fortunate enough to recently secure a free 'consultation' visit from Ewen Murray, the
Sky Sports commentator. Ewen is developing his own golf course consultancy business, and
offered a 'first come first serve' trial experience. When he arrived for a prearranged 10.00 a.m. meet
for coffee, we anticipated a short trip around the course and some fairly general comments. As you
will see from his report, he was struck by the quality of the course, the presentation and the views.
In the end his visit was over 6 hours and the 'free comments' make interesting reading as the club
looks to developing a Course Development Plan for the next 5/10 years. (A copy of the report
appears at the end of this newsletter starting on page 16)

Clearly any potential changes to the course, if any, would be fully discussed with members.
However, the report does provide opportunity for discussion on some minor improvements, some
significant change ideas, together with the potential for developing a practice area. This last point
being viewed as a priority for club development by the Management Committee.

The Management Committee, and especially the Green Committee led by Gary Hann, will be
providing all members with plenty of opportunities to further discuss ideas, and the Course
Development Plan.

Alan Davey
Managing Secretary

*******************************
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CAPTAINS’ DRIVE-IN PHOTOGRAPHS

The Four Captains & Youngest Junior before the Drive-In 8 yrs old Alfie Hutton PGCs youngest Junior is given
the honour of Driving-In before the Club Captains

Junior Captain Heb Bailey Vets Captain Martin Sutcliffe

Lady Captain Jan Hawes Club Captain David Schwartz
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CAPTAINS’ DRIVE-IN SCRAMBLE RESULTS
Date: Played on Sunday 27th December 2011

Format: Medal Texas Team Scramble, 6 players per team where two players drive per
tee and the same two drive every third hole.

*********************************************************

Winning Team Net score: 49.05

Team Members: Pat Plumstead Mike Holland
Dave Hackett Abbie Bates
Dave Tibble Ken Tompsett

2nd Team Net score: 49.35

Team Members: Bob Gunston Tony Muzzal
J Reed
B Finch

3rd Team Net score 51.10 (on count back)

Team Members: David Tree Emilia Fairfax
Kevin Fairfax Carol Crothers
Tom Fairfax Ed Fairfax

4th Team Net score 51.10

Team Members: Steve Bunt Cahel Logan
Paul Cook Pam Perry
Keith Gorringe Brian Perry

The Winning Team

At the Winners’ Presentation The team taking refreshments on the course
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Pyecombe GCs Bomb Discovery and Disposal
The Mid Sussex Times Report of 8th December 2011 is reproduced below
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New Club Captains for 2011 - 2012

David Schwartz 2012 Captain Jan Hawes 2012 Lady Captain

2012 Vice Captains Irene Silander & Nick Lee 2012 Junior Capt Heb Bailey

2012 Vets Captains
L/R:Capt Martin Sutcliffe & Lionel Foot Vice Capt
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PYECOMBE GC 2011 TROPHY WINNERS
JUNIORS Autumn Cup Matt Greenfield

Middlewick Cup Charley Klus
Junior Handicap Heb Bailey
Scratch Cup Matt Greenfield
Scratch Matchplay Not Played
Competition Winners
Junior of the Year
Wilf Lynn Trophy
Tyler Cup

MIXED PAIRS/ Molly Keet Trophy Reg & Vi Auchterlonie
TEAMS Bader Cup Not played

Wheelwright Trophies Not played (bad weather)
Williams-Bulkeley Ken & Mary Barnard
Sergeants Challenge Jim & Pat Dossetter
Lynn Goblets Phil Hubble & Angie Bainbridge
Queen Elizabeth Trophy Phil Hubble, Andy & Sandra Selsby,
Longhurst Putter Trevor Greenfield, Aileen Greenfield,

Sarah Godfrey & Duncan Scott
Club Salvers Michael F Price & Sarah Godfrey
Good Relations Not Played

MEN’S PAIRS Family Foursomes Aileen Greenfield & Ben Greenfield
Artisans Cups Glenn Taylor & Trevor Morton
Capt/Pro Challenge Aileen Greenfield & Alison Vermes
Vice Capt & Assist Pro Challenge Lawrence Whitaker & Bob Tully
Combination Cups Paul Bowles & Nick Bucknall
Bill Haw Foursomes Duncan Campbell & David Jagger
Peak Trophy Robert Erskin & Simon Edwards
The Bill Wise Trophy Phil Hubble & Nick Wardell
The Norman Plummer Shield Lawrence Whitaker & Bob Tully
The Friends of Pyecombe Cup Bob Watson & Nick Watson

INDIVIDUAL CHARITIES
Battle of Britain Nick Baker
Guide Dogs Paul Winter
QM Marie Curie Neil Beard Neilson
RNLI Colin Pateman
MONTHLY MEDAL WINNERS
March Mike Riddiford
April Ian Littlejohn
May Simon Osberby
June Ian Semel
July Nick Watson
August Dan Lawrence
September Gary Baker
October Marco Maccario
CLUB TROPHIES
Anderson Eclectic Andy Barnes
Chandler Cup Jim Dossetter
Dinner Plate (Men) Trevor Greenfield
Dinner Plate (Ladies) Anne Eves
Mills Cup Not Played

Jim Appleby Andrew Hayward
Lydia Selsby Bowl Phil Hubble
Lynn Flask Not Played
Holland Trophy Dave Hackett
Heath Salver David Roughley
Broken Spur Michael Richards
Mistlin Cup (Scratch) Cahel Logan
Chapman Cup (Net) Mark Allen
SCGU Centenary Colin Prior
Competition Winner D Allen
The Barry Tingle Award Nick Watson
Raison Cup Neil Janes
Slater Quaiche Dave Hackett
Bridge Cup Ken Long
Woollan Cup Julian Deans
Julius Kelly Dave Allen
Barnard Barrell Trevor Greenfield
Wooller Driver Jon Robinson
Warren Cup (Net) Matt Greenfield
Campion Cup (Scratch) Trevor Greenfield
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ON THE COURSE–Dec 2011
With warm winter conditions, good growth has continued late into the year enabling Simon and his
team to produce prolonged excellent playing conditions for us.  The rough after the farmer’s cut 
grew back quickly and thickly which has not been popular with many, but is now dying down and
before long I expect we shall be berating our balls, for kicking down to the trees on the second.

We are now on the winter tees, an area I am not ignoring but will visit later.

Greens are now down to cutting twice a week and general aeration works to all areas of the course
are in progress and ongoing.

Planned works Dec/Jan include repairs to bunker edges and faces, repairs around greens, trimming
of the gorse around the 6th tees –which may cause minor disruption, and refurbishment of the 15th

and Old 18th bunkers which is well underway.

15th and Old 18th Bunker Refurbishment
The 15th bunker has been presenting problems for some members trying to get out of it, (not the
ball, physical exit) due to its steep sides. Work has been undertaken to contour the bunker and
soften the perimeter to facilitate ease of access and egress and shape the front which had eroded
quite steeply, bringing it more in line with the bunkers on the 5th with a sloping grass front. A
deeper soakaway has also been dug which hopefully will improve drainage in the bunker which
alongside the green sits on a band of heavy clay. The work will give improved visibility of the sand
from further back down the fairway, another plus point.

Most of the work, including returfing will, weather permitting be completed within the next few
weeks, sand being added later. It is envisaged that the bunker if there is favourable growing
conditions for the turf, will be brought back into play sometime in the spring.

Similar works have been undertaken in the Old 18th bunker to provide improved teaching and
practice facilities.

New Course Notice Board
There is now a notice board in the hallway opposite the car park entrance door, entitled “On The 
Course”, where I intend to post items such as the above description of works to the bunkers and 
other information from time to time, in collaboration with the Head Greenkeeper, to convey his
method and reasons as to why and when certain things are to be, or have been done. Some may be
too extensive to reproduce here or may not be considered part of a course report. It will also have
notices, i.e. winter rules, GUR and the like. So the course has its own dedicated board to find all on
course related information in one place in the clubhouse as well as outside the Pro shop.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to All

Gary Hann
Head of Green
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BRIGHTON & EASTBOURNE SENIORS WINTER LEAGUE
Although our results have not been as good recently our position in the league has improved, we are now
joint top. Having won 5-0 at home to Seaford as reported in the last issue of Ups & Downs we lost 41/2 - 1/2
at Seaford, leaving us with a net win of a 1/2.
The pairings & Results were: G.Eves & M Price lost 2-1

K.White & L.North lost 3-1
K.Long & R.Bengimin lost 3-2
D.Campbell & J Dossetter halved
S.M.Green & M.Sexton lost 1 down

Our home and away matches against Eastbourne Downs finished all square the results and pairings being as
follows:
Home D.Schwartz & B.Wood won 3-1

A.Gilbert & T.Carter won 3-2
P.Windham & C.Prior lost 2 down
C.Muschamp & R.Auchterlonie won 2-1
P.Charman & A.Munday lost 2-1

Away at Eastbourne Pyecombe lost 3/2. Our winners were D.Schwartz & B.Wood and P.Charman &
A.Munday gaining revenge over Tony Lewis and his partner

To date we have played only the home leg against Lewes winning 31/2-11/2
J.McGhie & B.Wood halved
R.Claydon & R.Jarvis lost 2-1
D.Campbell & R.Lawson won 1 up
J.Dossetter & M.Price won 1 up
S.W.Green & N.Janes won 5-4

A date for your diary, Finals day will be the 4th May all members who have played in the league will be
invited to play. Pyecombe Seniors Team Manager–Neil Beard-Neilson
VETS COMPETITION AND TROPHY WINNERS (Presentation photographs on next page)
HARVEY FRAREY DRAKE PAIRS
Winner Graham Tate 1st Maurice Woolgar & Gordon Richards
Runner Up John Easley 2nd Alf Bickham & Peter Johnstone
Semi-finalists 3rd Martin Avis & Geoff Webb

MILNE SALVER BOWMAN TROPHY
Winner Duncan Campbell 1st Graham Tate & Peter Johnstone
Runner-Up John Easley 2nd Dave Jaggar & Ken Stares
Semi-finalists Aubrey Watson & Tim Cotton 3rd Ray Abraham & Les Harris

SUMMER PAIRS CUP OVER 70’s CUP
Winners NOT PLAYED Winner Alex Durie
Runners-Up

Losing OLD MAN’S MEDAL
Semi-finalists 1st Aubrey Watson

2nd Gordon Gosling
NEGUS TROPHY Winner Aubrey Watson 3rd Brian Chasser

HOLE TANKARDS RON CLARK
1st Aubrey Watson & Gerry Bannister 1st Graham Tate & Peter Johnstone
2nd Tim Cotton & Richard Cottell 2nd

3rd Rex Perham & Peter Bolton 3rd

DANCY TROPHY TAM O’SHANTER CUP(2 clubs & putter competition)
1st Chris Muschamp 1st Graham Tate
2nd Aubrey Watson 2nd Maurice Woolgar
3rd David Brown 3rd Gordon Richards

CHEVALIER SPOON MONTHLY STABLEFORDS WINNERS
1st Peter Johnstone May–
2nd Maurice Woolgar August–
3rd Mike Smithers September–

CAPT. / VICE CAPT. CHALLENGE Joint Winners Tony C Davies & Alan Dunstan
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Vet’s Prize Giving –Presentation Photographs

Graham Tate (Winner of Harvey Frarey Knockout Duncan Campbell (left) receives the Milne Salver
Trophy presented by Club Capt Peter Gavin (right), from Club Capt Peter Gavin

Club Capt Peter Gavin (on right) presenting Peter Johnstone (right) receiving the Chevalier Spoon
the Negus Trophy to Aubrey Watson (left) from Peter Gavin Club Captain

Alex Durie (left) receiving the Over 70s Cup Drake Pairs winners Maurice Woolgar (L) &
Gordon Richards (R) with Peter Gavin (centre)

Peter Johnstone (left) & Graham Tate (right) Peter Gavin (left) presents the Tam O’ Shanter
receive the Ron Clark Funday Trophies from Peter (2 clubs & putter compCup) to Graham Tate
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EEENNNDDD OOOFFF SSSEEEAAASSSOOONNN SSSAAALLLEEE IIINNN YYYOOOUUURRR PPPRRROOO SSSHHHOOOPPP

BBBUUUYYY 111 IIITTTEEEMMM OOOFFF CCCLLLOOOTTTHHHIIINNNGGG,,, GGGEEETTT 111 HHHAAALLLFFF PPPRRRIIICCCEEE
BBBUUUYYY 222 IIITTTEEEMMMSSS,,, GGGEEETTT 111 FFFRRREEEEEE

Still time to get a few Christmas bargains!
*******************

COACHING SECTION - PLAYING GOLF IN THE WIND
Considering the recent weather conditions I thought it might be useful to offer some input in how to
keep your ball under control in the blustery conditions.

Playing in a crosswind.
Some players like to try and shape the ball into the wind which straightens the ball flight whilst
others prefer to let the ball “ride the wind”- curving the ball in the same direction as the wind.
Undoubtedly the second option creates more distance and the first option will result in the ball
landing and stopping quicker. Most golfers struggle to hit a draw and a fade whenever they want to
so I would recommend simply trying to hit the ball lower.

The knockdown shot.

This is simply a term used for a shot with a lower
trajectory. In order to keep it low, move the ball
position a couple of inches back in the stance, set the
hands ahead of the ball and swing at a slower pace.
The hands should be kept ahead of the ball both at
address and through impact and the finish to the
swing will be much shorter and the wrists will not
have fully released.

The slower swing will help to minimise the spin on the ball and stop it climbing
higher into the air and by keeping the hands ahead of the clubhead, you will decrease the loft on the
club. The shot is all about trajectory to maintain control and not about distance.

Playing into a headwind.
This is where the knockdown shot becomes particularly useful.  Remember that the shot won’t go 
as far as a normally struck shot so a lower club is required. In extreme winds, I might find myself
using as much as a 5 iron from as little as 100 yards or so, simply to keep the ball as low as
possible. For your longer shots remember what Greg Norman said on his way to winning the 1996
British Open:  “swing with ease into the breeze”.

Playing with the wind behind.
Allowance now needs to be made for the fact that the ball will fly and roll further. The wind will
also help the ball to go straighter. In very strong winds, you may find that the 3 wood will go just
as far as a driver off the tee.

Putting.
Putting becomes increasingly difficult as the strength of the wind increases. Balance becomes quite
an issue. Simply widen your stance to lower you centre of gravity and give yourself a more stable
base.
Finally, don’t expect to produce your best scores and remember to keep warm.  Everything you 
need to combat the elements at Pyecombe is available from your Pro Shop.

Wishing you all a very happy Christmas from Jason and Michael
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From The Chairman

A New Year approaches. The Management Committee has four new
members, including for the first time, the Lady Captain.

Ladies make up a good proportion of our membership and it is felt that the
representation of the Lady Captain will help our deliberations.

We will all have a challenging year ahead of us and how we deal with it
will be of interest to us all. More to come over the next couple of months.

May I take this opportunity of wishing all our members and staff:

A very merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Best wishes to you all

Len North

The Editor wishes all readers a
Merry Christmas &

A Happy New Year to All
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******************************


